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The Prize:
Illinois in Early American History
Fort Crevecoeur, 1679-1680

A drawing of Fort Crèvecoeur based on early sketches by Arthur Lagron of Pouria.
Battlefields of the Iroquois Wars, 1655-1687
Le Rocher
Fort Saint Louis des Illinois, 1682-1691
Les Pays des Illinois, 1684
Battle of Ganondagan, July 13, 1687
The Fox Wars 1712-1737
Siege of the Fox Fort, 1730
Arrowsmith, Illinois
Fort De Chartres, 1754-1761
Assassin!
French and Indian War
Quebec Bill, 1774
Revolution

• "It appears to me the greatest stake that was ever played for, no less than whether Americans, and their endless generations shall enjoy the common rights of mankind, or to be worse than Eastern slaves; the trial must now come to issue as 'open war' is declared by Boston Port Act and, most of all, the Québec Bill." – Benjamin Franklin